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Chapter 1 : Sourav Ganguly to appear in Durga Puja music video with top Bengali actresses
Sourav Chandidas Ganguly (pronunciation (help Â· info); born 8 July ), affectionately known as Dada (meaning "elder
brother" in Bengali), is a former Indian cricketer and captain of the Indian national team, Currently, he is appointed as
the President of the Cricket Association of Bengal and President of the Editorial Board with Wisden India.

Early life and introduction to cricket Sourav Ganguly was born on 8 July in Calcutta , and is the youngest son
of Chandidas and Nirupa Ganguly. However, academics came in-between his love for sports and Nirupa was
not very supportive of Ganguly taking up cricket or any other sport as a career. Ganguly was studying in tenth
grade at that time. An indoor multi-gym and concrete wicket was built at their home, so he and Snehasish
could practice the game. They used to watch a number of old cricket match videos, especially the games
played by David Gower , whom Ganguly admired. Career beginning and debut success See also: It was
rumoured that Ganguly refused to carry drinks for his teammates, commenting that it was not his job to do so,
later denied by him. Consequently, he was removed from the team. Weeks after his successful tour of
England, Ganguly eloped with childhood sweetheart Dona Roy. However, both families reconciled and a
formal wedding was held in February Later that year, he won four consecutive man of the match awards, in
the Sahara Cup with Pakistan ; the second of these was won after he took five wickets for 16 runs off 10 overs
, his best bowling in an ODI. After a barren run in Test cricket his form returned at the end of the year with
three centuries in four Tests, all against Sri Lanka, and two of these involved stands with Sachin Tendulkar of
over During the match against Sri Lanka at Taunton , India chose to bat. It became the second highest score in
World Cup history and the highest by an Indian in the tournament. Ascension to captaincy and accolades
"People will support you, people will criticize you. When you cross that rope everything is about you. In ,
after the match fixing scandal by some of the players of the team, [48] Ganguly was named the captain of the
Indian cricket team. The decision was spurred due to Tendulkar stepping down from the position for his
health, and Ganguly being the vice-captain at that time. But mutiny was afoot among the lower orders. In one
match Ganguly, after reaching his fifty, raised his bat to the home balcony, only to find it deserted. He did not
inspire at Glamorgan or Northamptonshire either. At the latter in he averaged 4. Waugh chose to enforce the
follow-on and V. The Australians were unable to survive and became only the third team to lose a Test after
enforcing the follow-on. Ganguly said that he was only mimicking an act performed by the British all-rounder
Andrew Flintoff during a tour of India. However, his individual performance deteriorated during his captaincy
reign, especially after the World Cup, the tour of Australia in and the Pakistan series in It was speculated that
Ganguly was in disagreement with the head of cricket in Nagpur over the type of pitch to be used for the Third
Test. The groundsmen went against Ganguly, leaving a large amount of grass on the pitch. Some experts
indicated that the reason for this was for "spite or revenge" against the Indian captain. Dravid could not give a
definitive answer, saying: Ganguly decided against retiring and attempted to make a comeback to the team. He
was presented with the award on 30 June , by then President of India , Dr. Comeback and rift with Greg
Chappell Main article: Chappell Ganguly controversy Ganguly signing autographs outside his residence.
Chappell had emailed the Board of Control for Cricket in India , stating that Ganguly was "physically and
mentally" unfit to lead India and that his "divide and rule" behaviour was damaging the team. Ganguly had
enlisted the support from the Indian media and eventually the board had to intervene and order a truce between
the pair. For this, performance will be the criteria, applicable to captain, coach and players. Mutual trust is
important. Going to the media will lead to disciplinary action.
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Chapter 2 : Sourav Ganguly - Wikipedia
Sourav Ganguly was born on 8 July in Calcutta, and is the youngest son of Chandidas and Nirupa Ganguly. Chandidas
ran a flourishing print business and was one of the richest men in the city. Ganguly had a luxurious childhood and was
nicknamed the 'Maharaja', meaning the 'Great King'.

He lives in Kolkatta, India. He is a left-handed batsman and a right-handed medium-pace bowler. His fans are
grateful for it, because there are few things in cricket that can outshine a Ganguly left-handed drive. He is
fondly called as the Prince of Kolkata. He got the name Bengal tiger partially due to his place of birth and
partially due to the way he would pounce on the ball. Sourav refuted these allegations but after that first one
day with Australia that marked his debut he was forgotten for four years. It seemed like his career as an
international cricketer had ended even before it took off. He continued to play domestic cricket and in earned a
place in the Indian side touring England. He made a dazzling test debut hundred, something that only three
others have had the distinction of having achieved at Lords. His innings were a brilliant display studded with
breathtaking drives on the offside and overnight this young man transformed himself into a shooting star. In
the build up to Ganguly made an enormous runs against Sri Lanka in the World cup of ; runs and six wickets
in the Pepsi cup. He was honoured with the Arjuna Award in and in February after the match fixing scandal he
was named the captain of the Indian cricket team. Sourav Ganguly is considered one of the best captains India
has ever had. As captain of the Indian team Ganguly led India in 49 Test Matches, winning 21 of those,
including 12 that were played outside India. In , with him at the helm of Indian cricket India reached the
World Cup Final, where they lost to the Australians. Sourav Ganguly was a captain that the boys could count
on. He got the team what they wanted and backed the players he believed in. Here was a captain who did not
shy away from publicly expressing his feelings. He was condemned for disrespecting Lords protocol but he
earned brownie points nonetheless with the Indian fans. He made a lot of enemies in the media for his
assertiveness both, as a batsman and captain. Although Sachin and he formed the best opening combination in
ODIs, he dropped himself down the batting order to make room for Sehwag. His failing individual statistics
and his controversies with Greg Chappell led him to be dropped from the team in October When the tiger was
down-and-out everybody took pot shots at him. Everybody wrote him off. Sourav Ganguly has risen like the
Phoenix from the ashes. He has accumulated runs in the past year. His performance in the , India vs. Pakistan
test series has been simply brilliant. Here is a man who can reinvent himself after two decades at the age of
thirty five; surely he deserves all praise and accolades.
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Chapter 3 : Dona Ganguly - Wikipedia
Sourav Chandidas Ganguly was born on the eight of July He lives in Kolkatta, India. He is a left-handed batsman and a
right-handed medium-pace bowler. Ganguly is naturally right-handed, but became a left-handed batsman at a young
age so that he could use his brother, Snehasish's cricket.

He, along with Sachin Tendulkar made some of the critical and historical partnerships while opening the
innings. India trusts him, he never let them down, and he tumbled but never fell from a stature India gave him.
Once lured to cricket by his elder brother, Dada scored those 11, runs in One Day International cricket solely
on his consistent and robust technique. He is still the 8th highest run-scorer in ODIs. He led India to overseas
and home victories. Sourav Ganguly still holds the record for the most successful Indian captain regarding test
and overseas wins. He polished and helped the young ones in the team to become future superstars and
ultimately the World Cup winners. He made every man in blue proud and is still doing that, now as a selector
and a mentor for budding cricketers. Sourav Ganguly has set standards so high in his territory in Bengal that it
is evident that the next Sachin and Ganguly will raise from Bengal. Early Career Sourav Ganguly was born
with a golden spoon in his mouth. Ganguly was a right-hand batsman when he was in metric. In , Sourav
Ganguly made his first-class debut for Bengal. In the upcoming Ranji Trophy in the season, Ganguly was the
only player in Bengal who was of merit to become an International player. After making ODI debut in , he
was dropped for his arrogance and attitude towards his teammate. Sourav Ganguly refused to carry drinks and
stuff during breaks as a twelfth man that resulted in his exclusion. The next two seasons in Ranji Trophy were
even more impressive and promised for Sourav Ganguly. He was too good to be rejected, his centuries in
Duleep trophy continued in theseason, and finally, the arrogant young brat was recalled by Indian Cricket
Board for a series against England. Sourav Ganguly made his Test debut as a replacement for N. In the third
test match, his second in Test career, he smashed another ton at Trent Bridge. He became the third batsman to
score a hundred in his back-to-back first innings. In World Cup, Sourav Ganguly made a record of highest
individual score in World Cups, his runs included 17 fours and 7 sixes, both Rahul Dravid and Sourav
Ganguly shared a record partnership of runs. In the year , Ganguly was number one in batsmen rankings,
thanks to his five centuries in the season. His form in test cricket was opposite of it. Most Successful Indian
Captain The match-fixing scandal led to a clean-up operation in team India, Sachin stepped down from
captaincy, and Sourav Ganguly was the only choice left for Indian cricket team officials. In the final match,
Sourav scored a century in a losing cause. Ganguly, in response to Andrew Flintoff, the then captain of
England, took off his shirt and waved it towards Flintoff and English fans. The provocative act was defended
by Sourav Ganguly by saying that the act was a reaction to the one carried out by Flintoff. In , World Cup,
India finally reached the final after 20 years but beaten badly by Aussies in the all-important final match. In
the final of world cup , Virender Sehwag wicket were so crucial for India as Sehwag got run out, India left the
track. Dada scored runs averaging 58 with the bat. After the World Cup , Ganguly did not have a form that he
needed. He was finally dropped for his lack of interest as a captain in He was having the worst form of his
career and was rested for a series or two. After a forced comeback, Ganguly was trapped in a serious
controversy with Greg Chappel, the coach of India. The news was a wildfire in the jungle, BCCI took action
and asked both the parties to appear before the board. Ultimately, Ganguly dropped again for his bad attitude
and arrogance. Later in December , Sourav Ganguly posted his first double century against arch-rivals
Pakistan. Apart from the World Cup , the year was one of the best seasons for him. He was a second highest
run scorer in Tests. In the same year, Ganguly retired from Test cricket after the successful Border-Gavaskar
Trophy by , Ganguly made his final hundred in the second Test match. Ganguly retired from IPL in His
highest score was against Pakistan. In ODIs, Ganguly amassed 11, runs at a batting average of 41 and scored
22 hundred and 72 fifties. His topscore of came against Sri Lanka in World Cup. In 77 T20 matches including
his International and IPL games combined, Sourav Ganguly scored with a batting average of 25 and the
highest score of Sourav was an occasional bowler in Test and ODI cricket. In test matches, Ganguly gathered
32 wickets. His wickets in ODIs are most notable with a 5-wicket haul and an overall economy just above 5.
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Sourav Ganguly holds the record of best captain for India overseas. Out of 49 test matches, India won 21
under his captaincy. The overseas record is even better than that with 11 victories out of 28 games, most by
any Indian captain since Independence. He is also the fastest batsman to runs in One Day Internationals. After
neutralizing the strong opposition, Sourav Ganguly got married in February after England tour. Their
daughter, Sana Ganguly was born in
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Chapter 4 : URHALPOOL - A contemporary Bengali-English bilingual web magazine. May , Vol:2, Issue:1
Sourav Chandidas Ganguly is a former Indian cricket player and captain. He is considered by all the cricket pundits as
one of India's best test captains in recent times. After scoring prolifically in domestic tournaments, he was finally given a
big break when India toured England in soon after the conclusion of Cricket World Cup.

Chandidas ran a flourishing print business and was one of the richest men in the city. Since the favourite sport
for the people of Calcutta was the game of football, Ganguly was initially attracted to the game. However,
academics came in-between his love for sports and Nirupa was not very supportive of Ganguly taking up
cricket or any other sport as a career. By then, his elder brother Snehasish was already an established cricketer
for the Bengal cricket team. Ganguly was studying in tenth grade at that time. Dona hails from a well-known
Bengali family; who live next door to the Gangulys. Infact, the two families were once business partners.
Dona was a student of Loreto Convent and pursued her career in classical dance. In fact, she had become
famous long before she married Sourav. Dona pursued dance from a very young age and wanted to become
successful in her chosen area of specialization. Influenced by her mother to become a dancer, Dona is one of
the youngest disciples of the great Late Kelucharan Mahapatra. She began to learn classical dance from Amala
Shankar, wife of world famous dancer Uday Shankar. The most significant development however, was the
encounter with Guru Kelucharan Mahapatra, one of the greatest exponents of Odissi. Under the direct
guidance and intensive coaching of the great Guru, Dona has developed her skill and has already proved her
talent in Odissi Dance at a number of functions in India and Abroad, to mention a few. Her performance at the
India International Centre in Delhi before a distinguished gathering in was greeted with splendid reviews in
Delhi Press. Among her other awards are: She received number of awards for her outstanding performance.
She has also received the certificate of Honorary Citizenship from the city of Memphis and also from Shelby
Country Tennessee. She was invited by the 15th North American Bengali Conference held in New York from
June 30 to July 2, where her performance was appreciated by the 10, audience as well as the American Press.
She performed all round USA in many cities. Dona admits that she was never a great fan of cricket but of
course of Sourav, her next-door neighbor. But, now she has to live with cricket. Sourav once admitted that
Dona did not like too much of cricket as that kept him away from her for long. When asked if Sourav
discusses cricket with her, Dona replied: If I start talking cricket, he asks me to shut up.
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Chapter 5 : Sana Ganguly | Speedy deletion Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Biography of Sourav Ganguly: Sourav Ganguly was born in Kolkata on 8 July in a Bengali family. Sourav Ganguly was a
delightful batsman to watch, he has millions of fans, his skills to drive the ball to the off-side, perfectness to handle the
swing, and ducking before bouncers were few of his rare skills we can never overlook.

Due to a decrease in individual performance, he was dropped from the team in the following year. He returned
to the National team in , and made successful batting displays. The same year, after a home Test series against
Australia , he announced his retirement from international cricket. Sourav Gangly is the most successful
Indian test captain overseas with 11 wins. The Indian team was ranked eighth in the ICC rankings before he
became the captain, and under his tenure the team rank went up to second. An aggressive captain, Ganguly is
credited with having nurtured the careers of many young players who played under him, and transforming the
Indian team into an aggressive fighting unit. Chandidas ran a flourishing print business and was one of the
richest men in the city. However, academics came in-between his love for sports and Nirupa was not very
supportive of Ganguly taking up cricket or any other sport as a career. After he showed some promise as a
batsman, he was enrolled in a cricket academy. An indoor multi-gym and concrete wicket was built at their
home, so he and Snehasish could practice the game. Ganguly purportedly refused to do such tasks as he
considered it beneath his social status to assist his teammates in such a way. Career beginning and debut
success See also: He was dropped immediately since he was perceived to be "arrogant" and his attitude
towards the game was openly questioned. It was rumoured that Ganguly refused to carry drinks for his
teammates, commenting that it was not his job to do so, later denied by him. Consequently, he was removed
from the team. He toiled away in domestic cricket, scoring heavily in the â€”94 and â€”95 Ranji seasons. India
was not required to bat in the second innings due to the match ending in a draw. However, both families
reconciled and a formal wedding was held in February After a barren run in Test cricket his form returned at
the end of the year with three centuries in four Tests, all against Sri Lanka , and two of these involved stands
with Sachin Tendulkar of over It became the second highest score in World Cup history and the highest by an
Indian in the tournament. Ascension to captaincy and accolades See also: List of batsmen who have scored
over One Day International cricket runs "People will support you, people will criticize you. When you cross
that rope everything is about you. The decision was spurred due to Tendulkar stepping down from the position
for his health, and Ganguly being the vice-captain at that time. The same year, Ganguly tried his hand at
county cricket career in England but was not successful. But mutiny was afoot among the lower orders. In one
match Ganguly, after reaching his fifty, raised his bat to the home balcony, only to find it deserted. He did not
inspire at Glamorgan or Northamptonshire either. At the latter in he averaged 4. In the Fourth ODI, he caused
further controversy by failing to wear his playing attire to the toss, something considered unusual in cricket
circles. The match saw India looking set for defeat after conceding a first innings lead of The Australians
were unable to survive and became only the third team to lose a Test after enforcing the follow-on. However,
his individual performance deteriorated during his captaincy reign, especially after the World Cup, the tour of
Australia in and the Pakistan series in In , Australia won a Test series in India for the first time since It was
speculated that Ganguly was in disagreement with the head of cricket in Nagpur over the type of pitch to be
used for the Third Test. The groundsmen went against Ganguly, leaving a large amount of grass on the pitch.
Some experts indicated that the reason for this was for "spite or revenge" against the Indian captain. Dravid
could not give a definitive answer, saying: Ganguly decided against retiring and attempted to make a
comeback to the team. Comeback and rift with Greg Chappell Main article: Ganguly had enlisted the support
from the Indian media and eventually the board had to intervene and order a truce between the pair. For this,
performance will be the criteria, applicable to captain, coach and players. Mutual trust is important. Going to
the media will lead to disciplinary action.
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Chapter 6 : Few Facts of Ganguly and his love story!!! | updateurknwldge
Subscribe to the channel "Arpan Paul" for more updates. In this video you will see thr full biography of Sourav Ganguly
the retired indian captain in bengali.

Cricket and Soccer Favorite cricketers: Steffi Graff Favorite actor: Brazillian soccer player, Pele Favorite
Tennis player: Pete Sampras and Leander Paes Favorite movie: Sholay Hindi Favorite foods: London and
Darjeeling Favorite city: Calcutta and London Favorite author: Satyajit Ray Favorite car: Mercedes
convertible Cricket philosophy: Look at someone who has a lot to learn. Be different and prove your critics
wrong Philosophy in life: Be a good human being Most relaxing thing to do: Watch his wife do a dance
routine Best moment: Gets excited too quickly Most embarrassing moment: First Test cap and first bat Most
prized possession: Daughter Sana Batting strategy: Take ten runs at a time Sourav Chandidas Ganguly made
his entry into this world on He was born into a sports loving family and was the second of two sons born to
Chandidas and Nirupa Ganguly. He was born into immense wealth, unlike many Indian cricketers, with the
exception of royalty. Perhaps, they knew that their son was born to lead. His palatial, joint-family home which
has nearly 30 members in the Kolkata suburb of Behala has more than 45 rooms. There is suggestion of
affluence everything in the Ganaguly household, from the palatial 4-storey building itself to the beautifully
decorated rooms. As a child, Sourav was extremely mischievous, a typical Cancerian one could say. His
brother Snehashish nicknamed Raj was born five years before him and became an accomplished left handed
batsman. Though Sourav is a natural right hander, he learned to bat with his left hand from his brother,
Snehashish. Sourav does everything else, including writing and bowling with his right hand. And thus, Sourav
began a glorious cricketing career. Sourav made his debut in international cricket way back in during a tour
Down Under. But unfortunately, the year old played in just one match against West Indies at Brisbane in
which he failed to make an impression, and hence, was dropped from the side. A young Sourav had to face
more than just the frustration of being dropped after one opportunity. Rumors of his attitude problems and lack
of respect for the senior players hurt Sourav the most. There were also reports in certain newspapers that
Sourav refused to carry drinks on the field for a senior cricketer, which he denies till date. He was ignored for
well over four years and many thought that his days as an international cricketer were numbered. A few years
later, however, Sourav came back strong and more determined than ever to make his mark in the world of
cricket. He made his debut along with his good friend and now vice captain, Rahul Dravid in the 2nd test vs.
Sourav amazed cricketers and critics alike when he smashed a century in his debut Test. He went on to score a
century in the very next innings as well. Weeks after his successful tour of England, Sourav eloped with
childhood sweetheart Dona Roy. All hell broke lose when the the families of Sourav and Dona heard learnt
about the secret wedding. However, both families reconciled and a formal wedding was held on 21st of
February in Happily married, Sourav and Dona are proud parents of a girl named Sana, born in November
She was born on the third day of November. In Test matches today, he, Rahul Dravid and the great Tendulkar
form the core of the Indian batting line up. This man is revered in his home town where he enjoys a God like
status. But that is the price one has to pay for being a celebrity in India. If people in Kolkata come to know
that Sourav is home, there is a huge crowd that gathers at the gate of his palatial home. As likeable as he is,
Sourav also has been firm enough to let overbearing fans and prying media persons know that he deserves and
needs his share of privacy. Sourav prefers a quiet evening alone with his wife rather than have photographers
and lensmen chasing him all over Kolkata. Sourav is also a deeply religious person and observes a fast every
Tuesday. No one had thought that a lad ridiculed as a non talent, brushed off as being high headed, accused of
showing disrespect towards seniors and having attitude problems would one day lead the Indian cricket team.
Yet, Sourav Ganguly is now in the hot seat as the captain of the Indian Cricket team. As vice captain to
Tendulkar, Sourav was the most obvious choice. Sourav began well as captain, leading India to a series win
over South Africa in the 5 match one day series. Sourav felt that every young player should play two years of
domestic cricket before being selected for international assignments. He also said that every newcomer should
be given at least five games to prove himself. Perhaps, he being at a receiving end of a raw deal that threatened
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to ruin his international cricket career enabled Sourav to understand the insecurities of other newcomers in the
team better than his predecessors. Sourav backed the youngsters in the team tremendously and thus, gained the
love of his teammates. Sourav also was not shy of taking on responsibility. He showed that he can be a leader
of a team, which has greats like Sachin and Dravid in the side, without any problems. Sourav has won 21
Tests as captain, of which more than 7 wins have come overseas! In just a few years, Sourav rewrote the rules
of captaincy. Unlike some of his predecessors, he was impartial, non-parochial, and forever pushed his players
to perform better. Sourav Ganguly has lived a life of luxury as he comes from an affluent family. Dada is not a
man to express his emotions in words, so when it came to the love of his life, he kept his words aside and went
to action mode straightaway. The two familial houses shared a common boundary wall. Sourav and Dona
grew up together and were best of friends. But all was not rosy candy-floss stuff like a KJo movie. The
families drifted apart and became sour enemies. Like legendary Romeo and Juliet style, any kind of alliance
between the two families was completely unacceptable. Even though the two families kept a distance, Sourav
went to watch Dona perform Odissi recitals and Dona watched his matches. The cuteness of their story is
surely going to warm every heart. The couple saw to it that they kept their sweet secret under the wraps. After
Sourav returned from his spectacular Test debut at Lords in , they decided it was time to tie the knot. Sourav
called up Moloy Banerjee , the highly respected Bengal cricketer, and confided in him. When the families got
the news, all hell broke loose, but gradually went on to accept the decision of their children. A formal wedding
was conducted on February 21st This is the date the couple celebrates as their wedding anniversary. After
almost 15 years of marriage they are still the best of friends and friendlier neighbours. This is the story of the
Maharaj and his Dancing Queen. Therefore this story might not have surprised many as knowing his strong
head, in hindsight it was evident that this Dilwala was surely going to get his Dulhaniya, anyhow.
Chapter 7 : Sourav ganguly: BiographySourav Ganguly Height, Weight, Age, Wiki, Biography, Wife, Family. Sourav Ganguly was born on 8 July (Age 45 Years)
in Behala, Calcutta (Presently Kolkata), West Bengal, India. He is an Indian former cricketer and was captain of the
Indian National Team.

Chapter 8 : Sourav Ganguly Biography
Sourav Ganguly Biography Sourav Chandidas Ganguly (born 8 July ) is a former Indian test cricketer, and captain of the
Indian national team. As of October , he was India's most successful Test captain to date, winning 21 tests out of 49
tests he captained and leading India into the World Cup finals.

Chapter 9 : Short Biography of Sourav Ganguly
Ganguly (also called Ganguli,Ganguly, Gangulee, Gangoly or Gangopadhyay) is an Indian family name of a Bengali
Kanyakubja Brahmin caste; it is a variant of Gangopadhyay(a) GÃ´nggopaddhae).
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